GRAND OPENING
Celebration and Fundraiser
The Greener Side Ranch
And
The Greener Side Equine Foundation

Grand Opening Event: October 12th, 2019
10:00 AM until 6:00 PM
Costume Contest, Demos, 50/50 Cash Obstacle Run and Raffles

Come and enjoy a day of horse fun, obstacles, learning and shopping.
All Horses Welcome from Mini to Draft.
Course Open to the Public for a Unique and Challenging Experience.

Due to the Response Some Changes in Schedule have been made.
Obstacle Course will be open to all riders from 8:30 AM Until 12:30 PM
Challenges will start at 1:00 PM

Schedule for the Day:
10:00 - 10:30 Costume Contest - Horse or Horse/Rider (Outdoor Arena)
10:35 - 11:20 World Renowned Trainer Jack Hennig (Covered Arena)
11:25 - 12:00 Holistic Animal Therapy (Covered Arena)
12:00 - 12:30 Break
12:30 - 1:00 DAC Demo and Q & A (Table Location)
1:05 - 1:50 Advanced Equine Dentistry Demo (Trailer Location)
1:55 - 2:10 Puttin on the Blitz Mounted Drill Team Demo (Outdoor Arena)
2:15 - 3:00 World Renowned Trainer Jack Hennig (Covered Arena)
3:05 - 3:30 HP Horsemanship Mustang Demo (Outdoor Arena)

Proudly presenting over 40 Obstacles

Pre-Registration Suggested

Food Vendors:
Flavor Express BBQ
Light My Fire Mobile Pizza

Vendors Wanted...
Please Contact Melissa @ 352-279-4017

Current Negative Coggins for All Horses Entering Property Required
Coggins will be Checked at Gate.

Find Registration Papers and Rules for Event on Facebook at:
@GreenerSideRanch

All Participants under the age of 18 are required to wear an Approved Helmet when mounted.

Net Proceeds to benefit the horses of the Greener Side Equine Foundation.

6775 West Antelope Lane, Beverly Hills, Florida 34465
Contact: Beth (931) 628-3337 or Melissa (352) 279-4017
General Information and Rules

Everybody attending the event and challenge is responsible for knowing and following these rules.

◆ First and foremost, Safety is our priority at this event. Please be as careful as possible. If you or your horse are nervous at any obstacle, it is best to pass it than to potentially create fear and/or result in injury to either horse or rider.

**YOU DO NOT HAVE TO ATTEMPT ANYTHING YOU ARE NOT COMFORTABLE WITH.**

◆ **Coggins** Will be checked on ALL equines entering the event property.
◆ It is **Mandatory that all riders 18 and under wear a helmet** while on horseback on the premise.
◆ All competitors must wear boots or closed toed shoes while handling horses/mules.
◆ **PRE-ENTRIES ARE STRONGLY ENCOURAGED!** There may be a limit depending on how many pre-register. You can register on the day of the event, we ask you bring the fees in cash.
◆ All Breeds of horses, mules and donkeys are welcome. Course can hold any shape and size from Minis to Drafts. Stallions are allowed, but must be handled by an adult and marked with yellow ribbon in forelock and tail. If any horse is deemed to be difficult and/or pose a potentially unsafe situation, management has the right to dismiss the horse and competitor from the facility.
◆ This is a family farm and event, we ask you to please watch your language and conduct!
◆ **Behaved and Leashed** animals are allowed to join. We ask they be mannered and you please clean up after them. GSR reserves the right to dismiss any animal that is ill behaved.
◆ All horses must have some type of bridle, halter or headgear for control. When on the challenge course, unless in a specific “bare-back” class, a saddle must be worn.
◆ If at any time, management (anyone affiliated with GSR or GSEF) witnesses unsportsmanlike behavior or excessive force, they have the right to remove the horse and handler from the event premises. Removal from premises will result in forfeiture of any monies paid for or at this event.
◆ Each horse and rider must negotiate obstacles on their own, one at a time. You are not to follow another horse through an obstacle.
◆ Riders must stay mounted, when in a riding class, while negotiating an obstacle during a challenge, unless you are at an obstacle that requires a dismount for scoring. Otherwise, a dismount will result in a zero score for the attempting obstacle.
◆ Divisions – Be honest about your ability and division you choose. GSR requests fairness in all levels of riding. GSR has the right to refuse entries for anyone purposely misrepresenting their ability level. Judges and management have the right to change your class level if they feel you registered wrong. If you don’t know, please ask!
  ◆ **Green Horse and/or Rider.** For horses of any age, that are new to obstacles and/or riders who are in their first year of challenges. This division can be in hand or ridden.
  ◆ **Intermediate Horse and/or Rider.** Horse and rider combo that can navigate through obstacles at a faster rate, but have not won in any major events.
  ◆ **Advanced Horse and/or Rider.** Riders and trainers that have had success on obstacles before. These riders will be timed on the course and judged at a tougher standard.
◆ A Horse can only be entered in one division. Riders may register more than one horse.
◆ The obstacle judges have an obligation to ensure safety. If a judge determines a situation is not safe, their word is **FINAL**. If a judge asks you to not proceed, you must listen and withdraw from the obstacle. **Arguing with the judges in NOT permitted** and will result in removal from obstacle and potentially the premises.

◆ **Each obstacle has a one-minute (60 second) completion time limit.** Please exit when/if asked, the judge will give you a warning.

◆ Scoring will be based on a scale of 0-5, with 5 being the best.
  ◆ Score 5 – Horse navigates the obstacle without hesitation and or encouragement from rider.
  ◆ Score 4 – Horse moves through the obstacle willingly with only a couple hesitations or slight encouragement from rider.
  ◆ Score 3 – Horse moves through obstacle but is resistant with a stop or two, looking at the obstacle. Obvious encouragement from the rider, but completes the obstacle.
  ◆ Score 2 – Horse is resistant or stops frequently, rider needs to encourage, but completes the obstacle.
  ◆ Score 1 – Horse tries the obstacle, but cannot get through entirely.
  ◆ Score 0 – Horse does not try/complete the obstacle.

◆ There will be multiple judges for the obstacle challenge. The riders score will be tallied from all judges for end score.

◆ Some obstacles will be timed to break ties, if there are multiple riders with the same overall score.

◆ There will be an order of go, starting with the Green Horse and Rider Division and ending with the Advanced Division. The order will be determined after all are registered and posted 30 minutes before the challenge starts. Order for each division will be in which riders register. Register early to get an early slot.

◆ Competitors are warned that any acts of discourtesy or disobedience to the officials or competition management on the part of the owner or rider will disqualify the equine from adjudication. The competition management reserves the right to remove the owner or rider from the competition without being liable for compensation or damages. **Abuse of horses or humans will not be tolerated!**

◆ **Indemnity and Non-responsibility clause** – All entries accept with the understanding that neither The Greener Side Ranch, The Greener Side Equine Foundation, land and facility owner or owners, nor its officers, nor any employees, volunteers or persons associated with either GSR or GSEF or this competition, nor any of the sponsors at the competition will be held responsible for any accidents, personal injury or damages done to any owner, equine, attendant or their equipment that may be lost, stolen, destroyed or in any way damaged at this competition. All riders will be required to sign a release.

◆ Prizes are not guaranteed. Cash payouts can only be handed out if more than 10 riders register.

  **For the 10/12/2019 event, we only have enough time for a certain amount of riders. Therefore, we will have a limit of 30 riders.**

  ◆ If the rider limit is met, the challenge will have a cash payback of 50% of total entry fees, with each division (excluding Beginner) to receive 25%. With the cash breakdown going to First and Second Place in each division, being First place getting 17.5% and Second getting 7.5%. For example: If there are 50 entries at $20 each, the total pot is $1000, payback being $500. Each Division would split $250. First place would receive $175 and Second would receive $75.
  ◆ Ribbons will be handed out for 1st through 5th place.

 ◆ **Trash** – Please leave the place better than when you arrived and remove all your trash and belongings. There will be trash cans throughout the facility to help manage the debris.

◆ Since this is a fund-raising event, any entries that are pre-paid and don’t show, release their entry fee as a donation to The Greener Side Equine Foundation.
First Annual Greener Side Obstacle Challenge Fundraiser Entry Form
(One Horse and Rider per Form)

Event Details: Costume Contest, Obstacle Play-Day (8:30am-12:30pm), 50/50 Challenge. Along with clinicians and demos. Event date is October 12, 2019 with Costume classes starting at 10am and Challenge starting at 1pm.

Pre-Registration is Strongly Encouraged, however, registration ends at 3pm on 10/12/19.

Rider/Handler Name: ___________________________________________________________
Horse/Mule/Donkey Name: ______________________________________________________
Breed of Equine: ______________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________________
Phone Number: ________________________ E-mail: _________________________________
Age of Rider: __________ Age of Equine: ______________

Costume Description (if attending): ____________________________________________

Circle Which Division if Competing in Challenge:

In-Hand(If enough entries, will be own division) Green Intermediate Advanced

Costume Contest Entry Fee: $5 (To help cover ribbons) $________________
Play-Day Entry Fee: $20 (Traillering In) $15 (Riding In) $________________
Challenge Entry Fee: $20 (with a 50/50 payback for 1st and 2nd) $________________
Entry Fee Totals: $________________

Current Negative Coggins Required for all equines to be admitted onto premises.

Pre-Entries are due before October 5, 2019. Only Cash will be accepted on the day of the event.
Entry form and payment (checks made out to 'Greener Side') are to be mailed to Beth Neves at 6775 W Antelope Lane, Beverly Hills, FL 34465.
This is a fund-raising event for The Greener Side Equine Foundation, therefore, any pre-entry fees that are sent in and the rider doesn't show, the rider allows those fees to be released as a donation to the horses in the Foundation.

--Please Sign the attached Release form and mail in with Entry--
The Greener Side Ranch & Equine Foundation

Release and Hold Harmless

I acknowledge the risks involved in riding and working around animals (ie Horses, Dogs etc). Which include bodily injury from using, riding, training, or being in close proximity to animals. In addition, it is my clear understanding that both animal and handler can be injured in normal daily activities as well as during showing and competition, including training sessions or demos provided by GSR and GSEF.

I,_______________________________, by signing this form hereby agree to hold harmless and indemnify The Greener Side Ranch and The Greener Side Equine Foundation at 6775 West Antelope Lane, Beverly Hills, FL 34465, 3855 N Brookshire Point, Crystal River, FL 34428, and 6889 West Wicker St, Crystal River, FL 34428; owned by Julianne Jackson and The Jackson Family Trust, its agents, employees, and members, as well as anyone affiliated to and with said owner or ranch, any sponsor, vendor, volunteer, or other handler, and further release them from any liability or responsibility for accident, damage, injury, or death to the Undersigned or any animal owned by the Undersigned, or to any family member or spectator accompanying the Undersigned on the premises of The Greener Side Ranch and Equine Foundation and while at any event, obstacle challenge, play-day or such.

This includes but not limited to: bites, kicks, being thrown from, or ran into by animals. Any cuts or abrasions endured from animal or property including obstacle course. Tripping, slipping, falling or any other injury.

___________________________                            __________________________
Signature of Participant & Date                                 Signature of Witness & Date

________________________
Signature of Guardian if Rider is a Minor

Rider Information

Name:_________________________________ Date:___________________
Address:_______________________________________________________
City, State, Zip______________________________Phone:______________
Email:______________________________________________